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Abst ract - -Let  r [0,1] --, [0,1] be the map defined by ~-(x) -- 2x(mod 1) and let A denote 
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], which is the unique absolutely continuous T-invariant measure. We 
construct sequences oftransformations {Tn} such that ~'n --* T uniformly as n --* oo, but the sequence 
{~n} of associated absolutely continuous rn-invariant measures does not converge to A, not even 
weakly. Indeed, we prove that {~n} converges to a measure singular with respect to A. Furthermore, 
we characterize this singular measure in terms of the approximating transformations. We also show 
that any T-ergodic invariant measure can be realized as the weak limit of a sequence of absolutely 
continuous invariant measures associated with appropriate approximating transformations. 
Keywords - -Abso lu te ly  continuous invariant measure, Unstable approximation, Weak conver- 
gence of measures, Semi-Markov transformation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In general,  a t ransformat ion T from a space X into itself may possess many ergodic invaxiant 
measures. Unfortunately,  in practice one rarely works with r itself and one has to be content 
with a suitable approx imat ion to T. A question of importance in many physical appl icat ions is: 
of all the T-ergodic invaxiant measures, which will the approximat ion to T choose? If T has an 
absolutely continuous invariant measure (acim) # and if + is a realistic determinist ic  model  for T, 
then it was shown in [1] that  long trajector ies of + choose #. On the other hand, if we consider 
the tr iangle map T : [0, 1] --~ [0, 1], it was shown computat ional ly  in [2] that  there are sequences 
of t ransformat ions {Tn}, Tn --* T uniformly, but the sequence of acim's associated with Tn does 
not converge to #, the unique T- invar iant absolutely continuous measure. 
In [3], it was shown that  under a uniform bounded variat ion condit ion on the approx imat ing 
sequence of t ransformat ions we obtain strong compactness of the invaxiant densit ies associated 
with the transformations.  In [4], an example is produced where the uniform bounded var iat ion 
condit ion does not hold, and it is shown that  the associated ensit ies axe not strongly compact.  
The question then natura l ly  arises: are the invaxiant densities compact in a weaker topology? 
The invest igat ion of this question is the main topic of this paper.  
In this paper,  we show that  the asymptot ic  behaviour of even a very simple t ransformat ion 
such as T(X) = 2x(mod 1) is extremely sensitive to the manner of approximat ion.  In Section 3, 
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we construct a sequence of transformations {rn}, rn --* r uniformly, such that the associated 
sequence of measures {#n}, absolutely continuous and invariant with respect o vn, converges 
weakly to a singular measure. In Section 4, this singular measure is characterized in terms of the 
approximating transformations. In Section 5, we prove that any r-ergodic invariant measure can 
be realized as the weak limit of a sequence of acim's associated with appropriate approximating 
transformations. Examples are presented in Section 6. 
2. NOTATION AND PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
Let 0 < a and 0 < b be two numbers uch that a + b = 1. Consider the piecewise linear 
continuous increasing function Q(x) shown in Figure 1 where the letters on the line segments 
indicate the slopes. 
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Notice that Q'(x) has the following properties: 
(1) Q' is periodic with period 2; 
(2) Q(2k) = k, for any integer k; 
(3) ~ = ~ for x E [0,1); 
(4) Q'(x) assumes two values, a and b, and 
)~([0,2]N{Q'(x)=al-kbk}) = (lk) = l, 
where k = 0 or 1, and A is Lebesgue measure on R. 












F igure  4. 
We observe that (Q2), has the following properties: 
(1) (Q2), is periodic with period 22; 
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(2) Q2(k22) = k for k E N; 
- °  " ~  (q2(z))' a if x E [2, 3); (3) = ~ if x • [0, 1), (Q2(x+2)),(q2(x))' -- ~-b if x • [0, 2), and (Q2(x+l)), = 
(4) (Q2), has three values: a 2, ab, b 2, and 
)~([0,22]N{(Q2(x)) '=a2-kbk})=(~),  k = 0,1,2. 
In the sequel, we shall want the foregoing properties to hold for any iterate Qn. To that 
end we introduce the following notation: let C -- [a,b] be any interval, and define Io(C) = 
[a, a + (b - a)/2), I I(C) = [a + (b - a)/2, b]. That is, C is split into two equal subintervals, Io(C) 
on the left and/1(C)  on the right. We then split each of these intervals in half and obtain four 
equal subintervals, coded as shown in Figure 5:. 
b-a  
Ioo(C) = [a,a + - -~)  , 
I lo(C) [a --~- ~-a)  3 (b -  a ) )  
= ~_ ,a+ 2~ , 
[ (b -a )  2 (b  .a ) )  
Io1(C) = a+ 2-------~-, a + 
In(C)  = [a + 3(b~a),b] .
Io(C) i,(c) 
I I I 
a a + (b-a)/2 b 
Ioo(C) io,(C) I,o(C) ,.(c) 
I I I I 
a a + (b -a ) /2  
Figure 5. 
Letting ij -- 0 or 1, we make the following recursive definition: if 
I~1~2...~ .(C)= [a+k(b a),a+ (k+l)(b-a)) 
2 n 
for some integer k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  2 n - 1, we define 
! 
b 
2k(b - a) (2k + 1) (b-  ~) I I~1~2...~,o(C) = a + ~$ i  ,a + -2~4- ~
/ 
and 
Ia + (2k + - a) 2(k + 1)(b - 
hl~2...i,1 (C) 2n+l , a + 2n+l . 
We are now ready to state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q : R + --* R + be a continuous function such that Q(O) = O, Q' is periodic with 
period 2, Q'(x) = a on [0,1), Q'(x) = b on [1, 2) where 0 < a < b, a + b = 1. Then Qn, the n th 
iterate of Q, has the following properties: 
(1) (Qn), is periodic with period 2 n, 
(2) Qn(k2n) = k for k e N and Qn is an increasing function, 
(3) (q..(x+2~-q-,)),(Q"(x))' --_ ~ i fx  e /ili2...iqo(k2 '~, (k + 1)2n), k E N, where q = O, 1,.. ., n - 1 is the 
number of partition divisions that have been performed, 
(4) for every natural n, (Qn(x))l assumes n values: an,an- lb, . . .  ,an-rbr,. . .  ,b n, and 
X([O, 2n] A {(Qn(x))' -- an-rbr}) = ( n ) .  
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PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction. We have already seen that properties 1-4 hold for 
n -- 1 (and also for n -- 2). Let us fix n and assume that Qn has properties 1-4. We want to 
prove that Qn+l has these properties. By the chain rule applied to Qn+l = Q(Qn), we have 
, , n , = Q (Q  (z ) ) (Q  (x ) ) .  
Fix k E N. By property 2 of Q~, the definition of Q and the properties of Q~, we have: 
(Qn+l(x))' = a(Q~(x)) ' if x e [2k2 n, (2k + 1)2n), 
and 
(Qn+l(x))' = b(Qn(x)) ' if x • [(2k + 1)2 n, (2k + 2)2n). 
This implies properties 1, 3 and 4. Property 2 follows from properties 1 and 4 since 
Qn(k2n) :k~-~(n)  
Since Q(x) is an increasing function, Q- l (x )  is well defined. For each natural number n, we 
define the function Cn(x) = Q-l(x) mod 2 n, x E [0, 2=]. Let Tn :[0, 1] --* [0, 1] be defined by 
Tn(z)  = 
rn(x) is shown in Figures 6 and 7 for n = 1, 2. 
Let P = {P1,.- . ,  Pn} be a partition of an interval I. A transformation r : I ~ I is called 
P-Markov if for any i = 1 , . . . ,  n, TIp ~ is monotonic and T(Pi) is a union of intervals of P. 
T is called P-semi-Markov if there exist disjoint intervals Q~i) such that for any i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
' 'k(i)r)(i) TIQ~) is monotonic and T(Q~ i)) E P. A P-Markov transformation is P-semi- Pi = ~ j= l~ j  ,
Markov but the converse is not true. 
DEFINITION 1. Let r be P-semi-Markov and linear on intervals O(. 0 We define the Frobenius- "~3 " 
Perron matrix Mr -- (aij)l_<i,j<n, associated with T by 
a i j={ 0,(r( i ' ) ' -1'  otherwise.ifT(Q~i))=PJEP 
M~ can be identified with the Frobenius-Perron operator P~ of T restricted to the space of 
functions constant on intervals of P in the following way. Let L denote the space of functions 
constant on P and let H : L --* R n be defined by H(~= 1 ai lp,)  = (a l ,a2 , . . .  ,an) where lp, is 
the characteristic function of Pi- Then we have 
HP~(2a i lp ,  ) = (a l , . . . ,an)Mr .  
The following result is proved in [5]: 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a P-semi-Markov transformation. Let r[Q()) be linear with slope greater 
J 
than 1, for j = 1,..., k(i), i = 1,..., n. Then any T-inlraxiant density is constant on intervals of 
P, and ( H f ) M,. = H f ff and only ff P~. f = f . 
The transformations rl and r2, shown in Figures 6 and 7, are P-semi-Markov with Frobenius- 
Perron matrices: 
Mr1= [: bb] °nT~={[O, 1 ) , [1 ,1 ]}  withQ~l)-- [0,2), Q~2)= [2,1 ) ,  
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Q()) = , ~ + , 
and 
M, T2 ~ 
TI ° b 0 
Q~2)= [1+2,1  ] ,  
0 ' 
a 
on :P = {[0, 1/4), [1/4, 1/2), [1/2, 3/4], [3/4, 1]} with 
[°) Q~I) ~-~ 0 ,~ , 
Q(1) = , 2 + , 
respectively. 
Q )= +~,~ , 
Q~I)= '~+ , 
Q(ll  = , ~ + , Q(2)= [3+4,1 ], 
Let 1 denote the function that is identically 1 on [0, 1]. This function is represented by the 
vector (1, 1 , . . . , . . . ,  1) in the space L of all functions constant on intervals of partition P.  For T1, 
we have 
I (1 ,1 )M n = (a,b). 
Observe that 
(a, b)Mrl = (a(a + b), b(a + b)) = (a, b). 
Hence, H -1 (½(1, 1)Mn) = P~ 1 is an invariant density for T1. Similarly it can be easily shown 
that (P~2)21 is an invariant density for T2, where (P~2) 2 is the second iterate of P~2. Notice that 
we make essential use of the fact that a + b = 1. 
3. NONCOMPACTNESS OF INVARIANT DENSIT IES  
In the following theorem, we generalize the foregoing observations. 
THEOREM 2. For any naturaJ number n, let T n : [0, 1] --~ [0, 1] be a transformation defined by 
where Cn(x) = (Q- l(x))(mod2n) and Q is as in Lemma 1. Then 
(A) Tn(X) converges uniformly to z(x) = 2x(mod 1); 
(B) every rn has an absolutely continuous invariant measure with density function fn = P~. 1, 
where 1 is the function - 1 on [0, 1]; 
(C) the sequence {fn} is not weakly compact in L1; 
(D) let F~(x) = fo fnA (dx) be the distribution function corresponding to f~. Then {Fn} con- 
verges to a continuous--but not absolutely continuous-~listribution fu ction of a measure 
which is invariant with respect o r. 
PROOF. Property A follows immediately from the definition of Q. Now we shall show B. Since rn 
is piecewise linear where each segment has slope either 1/a or 1/b, r,, is piecewise xpanding. 
Hence, by [6] Tn has an absolutely continuous invariant measure. We shall show that P~, 1 is a 
T~-invariant density. 
Recall that (Qn), is 2~-periodic and Qn([0, 2n]) = [0,1]. Let Sn(X) = 2nX. Then we can write 
rn(Z) = ST~ 1 o Cn o sn(x) 
30-7-E 
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and, for any natural number m, 
(T'*)m(x) ~- (Sn 1 o (~n 0 8n(X))  m : 8"~ 1 0 ¢~ 0 8n(X ). 
Thus, 
(7"n)m(z) = ~ [¢~(2"*x) mod 2"*]. 
In particular, for m = n, we obtain (Tn)'*(Z) = (1/2"*)[¢~(2"*x)mod2n], z • [0,1]. The trans- 
formation ~-~ consists of 2 n identical branches, each of which maps an interval of the form 
[k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2'*)] onto [0, 1], k = 0 , . . . ,  2"* - 1. Let us fix k. The branch on [k/(2n), (k + 1)/ 
(2n)] has constant slope on subintervals Ij C [k/(2"*), (k + 1)/(2n)], j = 0 , . . . ,  2"* - 1, which are 
mapped onto intervals [j/(2"*), (j + 1)/(2"*)]. See Figures 6 and 7. By part 4 of the Lemma, 
these slopes are of the form (aJbn-J) -1, j = 0, . . . ,  n. Since T~ is a semi-Markov map, the unique 
probabil ity density function is constant on the intervals [k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2"*)]. 
With every function f : [0, 1] ~ R which is constant on intervals [k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2n)], k = 
0 , . . . ,2  n - 1, we associate a vector 7r = (Trz,...,Tr2-) = H(f) ,  such that rk = f(x), x • 
[k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2"*)]. Let ~r (n) = H(f'*) be a vector associated with the invariant density f'* 
of rn. 7r (n) is the solution of the matrix equation (see Theorem 1): 
zrM'* = r ,  
where Mn = (P~k)l<j,k<2", and 
P~k = (('r~)'lb) -1, 
where rnn(Ij) = [k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2k)], that is, P~k = (Qn), for x • [k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2n)] + j -  2 n. 
Since (Qny is periodic with period 2"*, P~k is independent of j ,  so that Mn has constant columns, 
and consequently 
~'('*) = (1 , . . . ,  1)M'*. 
Finally, by Theorem 1, the piecewise constant function f'* = P~. 1 corresponding to 7r (n) is the Tn- 
invariant density. By property 4 of (Q'*)' (Lemma 1), f'* attains value 2naJb (n-2 on exactly (~.) 
subintervals of length (1/2"*), j -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. Figure 8 shows the graph of fn, for n -- 9, a = 0.69. 
Figure 8. 
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To prove (C), we shall show that for every e > 0 there exists a set A~, with #(A~) < e, and a 
number n such that 
A fn dA > - - .  
• - -  2 
That is, the sequence of probability density functions {f~} is not uniformly integrable, thereby 
failing to form a weakly compact sequence. 
In order to find A~, we first present he following argument: the interval [0, 1] is divided into 
2 ~ equal subintervals. Given any e > 0, for n sufficiently large, we want to find rn E N such that 
1+ (n )  (2 )  (n )  1 + +""  + ~ e2n" 
rn 
Then the union of 1 + (n ) (n )  (n )  1 + 2 +""  + subintervals of length 1/(2 n) has measure ~ e. 
rn 
The construction of rn is now described: we define a sequence of independent identically 
distributed random variables {~} such that Prob {~n = 0} = 1/2 and Prob {~n = 1} = 1/2. 
Then 
1+(1)+(2)+' "+(  n)rn 
- -  rn  - -  =erob ~i=1(~ ½n < • 
By the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the last probability is asymptotically equal to 
Let r be such that 
1_~ f(~-(~/2))/(xf~/2) 
x /~ J-oo e-((t:)/2) dr. 
1 /(r-Cn/2))/C~f~/2) 
v /~ J -oo e-((t2)/2) dt = e. 
Now we define rn by: rn = [r]. Then, for sufficiently large n, we have: 
1+(1)+(2)+' "+(n)  1 r n 
-e  < < 2e. (1) 2 -- 2 n -- 
Recall that f ,  = 2'~aJb " - j  on (~) intervals of length 1/(2"). Now we define 
A,,~ = {x e [0, 11: f,~ >_ 2na~"bn-~"}. 
By (1), (1/2)e < A(A~,~) < 2e. 
We now wish to estimate fA~,. fn. To that end we define new independent identically distrib- 
uted random variables ~,  such that Prob {~i = 0} = a and Prob {~ = 1} = b, where a > b, 
which implies b < 1/2. We have 
n 
, j<r .  
which is equal to 
- 
Prob ~ < r .  = Prob rn - bn ~ 1 e-((t2)/z)  dt. 
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Now we shall prove that  (rn - bn)/(v/-n-~) --* c~ as n --* oo. Let z = (r - (1 /2)n) / ( (1 /2)v / '~.  
Then r = (1 /2)Zv~ + (1/2)n and 
rn - bn r - l -bn  lzv/ -n+ ln - l -bn  
½z (½ -b)v  
The middle term --* 0 as n -* oo and, since b < 1/2, the third term --* oo as n ~ oo. Thus, for 
n sufficiently large, 
1 
eln 
To prove (D), we proceed as follows: from (B), we know that  the values of the density function 
fn axe constant on intervals of the fo rm/k  = [k/(2n), (k + 1)/(2n)], k = 0 , . . . ,  2 n - 1, and equal 
to 
2naJbn-J = 2n(T-n l Ik ) t= 2n (~-~Qn(2nx) ) '  I~ 
for some j ~ {0, 1 , . . . ,  n}. By (3) of Lemma 1, we have 
1 n 2 n I 
(21--~Qn(2n(x + 2-q -1) ) )  t = 
for x E Ii~2...~q0[0, 1] and q = 0, 1, . . .  ,n  - 1. This implies that  
fn(x)  a 
fn(X + 2-q -1) b 
(2) 
i f x  E I~l~2...i,0[0, 1] and q = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n  - 1. 
Let #n = fnA be the absolutely continuous measure induced by fn which is invariant under Tn. 
Then (2) implies that 
a 
#n(Ii ,  i2...i,x) = -b (3) 
for any sequence i l l2 . . ,  iq, 0 < q < n - 1. From (3), we get 
#n (Ii,i2...iq) = a j b n- j  (4) 
where j = ~-~'~8=1(lq - is) is the number of O's among il, i2 , . . . ,  iq, 1 < q _< n. 
Let us now consider the distribution functions Fn of #n: 
Fn(x) = fn(t)  dA(t) = #,([0, x]). 
From (4), we obtain: 
Fn(O) = O, Fn(1)=I ,  Fn(1)  =a fo ranyn>l ,  
Fn(1)  =aa,  Fn(3)=a+ab fo ranyn>2.  
In general, using (4) and a q- b = 1, we have for all 0 < q < n and all n: 
F,~ (midpoint of I~,~2...i q ) = Fn (aili2...~) + a[F(b,~2...~) - F(ail~2...~)], (5) 
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where  I~,,~ 2 ..... ~, = [a~,#2 ..... ~q, b~,,~ 2 ..... ~q]. This formula specifies values of Fn at more and more 
binary rational points as n increases to infinity. The functions Fk, k _> n, coincide on points of 
the form x = el/2 + e2/22 +. . .  + en/2 n, e~ = 0 or 1. By (5), we obtain: 
Fk + ~ +' "  + ~'~ = ela + e2a(a 1-~1b ~') 
+e3a(a2-(e'+e2)bC'+e')+...-{-cqa(an-l-(e'+'"+~'~-').b (c1+'''+~'~-')) (6) 
F. for all 0 < n < k and k _> 1. The last formula implies that the sequence ak = k(~-~=l ei/2i) 
is constant for k > n. This means that {Fk}k_>l is convergent on the set of all binary rational 
points, which is a dense set in {0, 1}. By Helley's Theorem, there is a subsequence {Fk~} of 
{Fk} converging to a function F which is increasing. Formula (6) implies that F is continuous. 
Using Helley's Theorem once more we obtain that {Fk} --* F. F is the distribution function of a 
measure # such that p~ -+ # in the weak topology on measures. Hence, we have proved that the 
sequence {#n} is convergent and that the limit measure # is continuous, that is, has no atoms. 
4. CHARACTERIZ ING THE L IMIT MEASURE 
We will now prove that the limit measure # is T-invariant and characterize it as a measure 
derived from the Lebesgue measure by means of a singular conjugation. Let 
i x  x•  [O,a] 
" ix )= ix l  x • (a, 1], 
where a + b -- 1. Notice that Lebesgue measure A is ~-invariant. 
Now let Z + -- {7 = (x0,x l , . . .  ,xn , . . .  ) : xi = 0 or 1} be a space of infinite sequences of O's 
and l's. We define 
hi(x) = { o, 
1, 
and 
i fx•  [0, 1] 
if x • (½,1]. 
if x • [0, a] 
if x • (a, 1]. 
T and ~. Let 
h2(x) = { O, 
1, 
Using hi and h2, we can encode trajectories of 
el(X) = (hl(Ti(X)))~=O • ~+ 
and 
¢2(x) = (h2(~Ti(x)))~-_o • ~+. 
It is easy to see that both ¢1 and ¢2 are invertible, except at a countable number of points, and 
that 
= ¢~1¢2V¢~: ¢1. 
We will show that F(x) = A([0, ¢21¢1(x)]). We have 
¢1 (//l~2...iq [0, 1]) = [il, i2, . . . ,  iq] 
where [il, i2,..., iq] = {5:  xo = i l ,Xl = i2,. . . ,Xq-1 = iq} and A(¢21([il i2...iq])) = aq-Sb ~, 
where s = il + i2 +. . .  + iq. By formulas (3) and (4), F(x) = A([0,¢21¢1(x)]) for any binary 
rational number x. Since F is continuous, it satisfies this equality for all x. Since A is ~-invariant 
and ¢~-1¢1 conjugates ~? and r, (¢21¢1)-1A = # is r-invariant. This yields the result that/z  is a 
measure derived from Lebesgue measure by a singular conjugation with ¢21¢2. 
We also see that # corresponds to the product measure #+ --- {a, b} Nu{0} on E +. A natural 
question is: can we find sequences of transformations {T,~} approximating T, whose associated 
invariant measures converge (in the weak topology of measures) to a measure corresponding to a 
given, not necessarily product, measure on E+? 
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5. INVARIANT MEASURES GENERATED BY  
SEQUENCES OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section, we shall show that given any periodic orbit {x l , . . . ,  x~} of the map r(x) = 
2x(mod 1), we can construct a sequence of transformations {Tn}~=l such that Tn --" T uniformly 
and such that the Tn-invariant probabilistic measures #n = fnA converge weakly to the proba- 
bilistic T-invariant measure # concentrated on the orbit {Xl , . . . ,  xl}. From this it follows that for 
any ergodic measure # invariant under ~-, there exists a sequence of transformations converging 
uniformly to ~- and whose absolutely continuous invariant measures converge weakly to #. 
We shall need the following result in the sequel: 
LEMMA 2. Let Oil,oi2,... ,Oil be positive real numbers such that Oil+ Oil. + "'" + Oil < 1. Then 
for any i = 1 , . . . ,  l, 
where e = 1 - )-~/s=l Ois and 6 >_ max [Oii- Oij[. 
PROOF. We can write 
Oii = 1 - e -  ~a j .  
j¢i 
Then, s ince6>0,  and0<aj  <6+as ,  j7  ~i, 
1 -e - (1 -1 ) (6+o is )_<l -e -Ea j  =o is_<l -e+( l -1 ) (6 -as ) .  
j#s 
Thus 
1 - c - ( l  - 1 )6  < Ins  <_ 1 - ~ + ( l  - 1 )6  
and 
-e -  ( l -  1)6 <_ las - 1 <_ e+ (l - 1)6, 
which implies that Ins - 1/l I <_ el1 + ((l - 1)//)6. 
THEOREM 3. Let {Xl,X2,...,xz}, l > 1, be a periodic orbit of  the transformation "r(x) = 
2x(mod 1). Then there exists a sequence of piecewise linear semi-Markov transformations {Tn } n~= 1
approximating T such that the absolutely continuous rn-invariant measures #n = fnA converge 
weakly to a T-invariant measure # concentrated on the orbit {Xl, x2 , . . . ,  xl}. 
PROOF. The proof consists of several steps. First we state a number of definitions. Let 
An 
oo 
U ({2nXl' 2nx2'''' ' 2nxl} -[- 2rim)" 
rn=0 
For any natural number n, we now define a sequence of O's and l's a (n) r (n)-oo = ta j  l j=l as follows: 
(1) a~ n) = 0 iff for the smallest r such that 2r[2j, 2(j + 1)] c~ An 7 ~ O, we have 2r[2j, 2j  + 1]A 
An #0.  
(2) a~ '~) = 1 otherwise, i.e., iff for the smallest r such that 2r[2j, 2(j + 1)] N An 7 ~ @, we have 
2r[2j + 1, 2j + 2] n An ~ 0. 
For any n _> 1, we choose numbers a(n) > b (n) > 0 such that a (n) +b (n) = 1. The actual choice 
of these numbers will be made at the end of the proof. 
We now proceed to construct a function Qn which depends on a (n), a (n) and b (n). Q,~ is 
constructed as in Section 1: it is a piecewise linear, continuous function defined by the following 
properties: 
Qn(O) = O, 
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and 
a n), fora~ n)=0andx•  (2j, 2 j+1)  
b (n), fo r - (n )=0andx•(2 j+ l ,2 j+2)  i t~j 
Qn(x)= b (n), fo r - (n )= landx•  (2 j ,2 j+1)  c~j 
aIn), fora~nl : l andx•  (2 j+ l ,2 j+2) ,  
where j = 0,1, 2 , . . . .  The transformation ~-n is given by 
1Q~l(2nx) 1). Tn(X) = ( 2 ) (mod 
We now list some properties of a (n) and Qn: 
(1 o) ~(n) is periodic with period 2 n-~ (since An has periodic structure), and thus Q'~(x) is c~j 
periodic with period 2 n. 
(2 °) If r is the least number such that 
2r[2j, 2(j + 1)] A An # 0, 
(3 ° ) 
(4 ° ) 
We now study the Frobenius-Perron operator Pn -- P~. that is induced by Tn. 
standard efinition, we obtain: 
then r < n - 1. Note that since 2n-212j, 2(j + 1)] has length 2 n- i ,  it covers half of a 
periodic interval of An and no nontrivial (l > 1) periodic orbit of T can be completely in 
(0, 1/2) or (1/2, 1). 
Similar to (4) of Lemma 1, (Q~)' is constant on intervals (m,m + 1), m = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and assumes values ai-Pb p exactly (;) times on intervals of the form (m2 i, (m + 1)2i), 
m = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  
If (Q~)'(x) = (a(n)) n on an interval (m,m + 1), then (m,m + 1) A An 7 t 0. (If the inter- 
section were empty, we would have at least one b appearing in the product of derivatives.) 
Using the 
2n-1 1 
P~l(x) = E ~ (Qn(2nx + 2nm))'' 
m=O 
where 1 is the function identically equal to 1. Since Tn is a semi-Markov transformation, we have 
Pkl  - fn 
as k --* co, where fn is the Tn-invariant density function and is constant on intervals I8 = 
Is~2 n, (s + 1)/(2n)], s -- 0 , . . . ,  2 n - 1. We assume that n is so large that intervals Is separate 
points Xl,X2 .. . .  ,xz. Let 
S---~ {8:  I s ["I {X l ,X2 , . . . ,X l}  ~ O} --~ {81,S2,. . . ,S l}.  
Let U -- (_J Is. We further assume that n is so large that between any two si, sj E S, si < sj, 
s¢t S 
there is an s ~ S (s~ < s < sj). By property 4 °, if s ~t S, then: 
2n~1 
Fnnll ', : E (a(n)) n-pro (8(n))P'~' Pm ~ 1. 
m~O 
Thus, 
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We now extend this inequality to higher powers of Pnl. We have 
. 2 '~-1  
Pnn+ll(x) = ~ffn E [(Qn(2nx + 2n2j))'r/J + (on(2nx + 2n(2j + 1)))'~j], 
j=O 
where r/j = a (n), ~j = b (n) if a~n) = 0, or r/j = b (n), ~j = a (b) if a~ n) = 1. 
Thus, 
1 2"-I 
pnn+11(x)-< 2-ff E max{(On(2nX + 2"~2J))',(Qn(2nx + 2n(2j + 1)))'}. (a (~, +b (n)) 
j=0 
and we have for x E U : Pn+11(x) _< 2 n (a(n)) n-1 b (n). By induction, we can prove that 
k 2n ( )n - i  P,~llv < a (n) b (n), k > n, 
and thus, since Pn k1 --~ fn, 
fnlu ~- 2n / \~a(n)) n-lb(n)" (7) 
By choosing a (n) sufficiently close to 1 (i.e., b (n) sufficiently close to 0), we can make fnlu as 
small as we want. 
We will now prove that the values of fn on the intervals Is1,... ,Is~ containing Xl, . . .  ,xt are 
almost the same. Let us fix si E S. Then rn(Is,) = IsUIs~ for some s ~ S and some s jc  S (n is 
sufficiently large). On the other hand, r~l(Is U Isj) = Is, U Iz for some z ~ S. Since #n = fnA 
is rn-invariant, we have 
#n(Is U Isj) = #,~(Is,) + #n(Iz) 
or 
Using (7) we obtain: 
1 1 1 1 
fnl,~j " 2n fnl,., " ~-ff = fn [I. "~'ff - fn II~ ~'~. 
fnb'J _ fnl~.~ < 2 n (a(n))n-1 b(n)" 
Repeating this at most l times we get: 
fnlt.~ - fnll., l <-12n (a(n))n-lb(n) 
for any si, sj E S. The inequality (8) can be rewritten in the form: 
On the other hand, we have: 
and 
f,q% 1 1 n-1  - <_ l (o (° ' )  
.In II.j ~ = 1 - fn dA 
s~ES 
(8) 
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Using Lemma 2, we obtain: 
1 ( )  1 < a(n) b (n )+( l -1 )  a (n) n- lb(n)  Z - -F  
To prove that  #~ --* # weakly as n --~ oo, for some sequence a(~), it is enough to prove that  
/ g d#n --~ / g dl~ 
for any Lipschitz function g [7, Lemma 8.3]. Let g be a Lipschitz function on [0, 1] with Lipschitz 
constant L and let # be a T-invariant measure supported on the periodic orbit (x l ,  x2, . . .  ,xl) .  
We have: 
/gd#n- f gd. <_ /ug  d#,~+ s~s ~I., gfn dA- lg (x j ,  ) 
( ) .± <max[g[ .2  n a (n) n-lb(n) + 2 n 
(9) 
if b (n) is chosen so that b('02 n -* 0 as n ~ co. | 
We will now show that  any ergodic invariant measure # can be attained by the absolutely 
continuous invariant measures associated with a sequence of approximating transformations. 
THEOREM 4. Let/~ be any ergodic invariant measure for the transformation T(x) -- 2x(mod 1). 
Then there ex/sts a sequence of piecewise linear semi-Markov transformations (Tk}~=l approxi- 
mating T such that the sequence of absolutely continuous measures lzk = fk" fl invariant under 7k 
converges weakly to #. 
PROOF. In [8], it is shown that for any ergodic invariant measure # there exists a sequence of peri- 
odic orbits {Xl, x2, • • •, Xlk) such that  the T-invariant measures #(k) supported on {xl, x2, • • •, xl~ } 
converge weakly to #. For each such orbit, Theorem 3 allows us to contruct a sequence of trans- 
formations {T (k) } such that  their invariant measures #~) = fn(k)fl converge to/i lk) as n -~ co. 
Let g be a Lipschitz function on [0, 1]. Using (9), we have: 
<..i,l:-> [,- + 
+4+/,,.">-/,,. 
If  we define b (k'n) = ((/(k))34'~)-1 and let n = k, then the first two terms go to 0 as n --~ oo. The 
third term goes to 0 by [8]. Thus the sequence rk = v (k) satisfies the claims of the theorem. | 
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6. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. We present an example of a sequence of transformations {vn} such that Tn --~ T 
uniformly, Tn ~ ~ V' uniformly, the sequence of associated invariant densities {fn} is not weakly 
compact in £1, but Fn(x) --* x as n --* c~ where Fn(x) = fo  fndx. 
Let bn = 1/2 - (1/(¢fn)) and an = 1 - bn. Then clearly Tn ~ T uniformly and ~-n ~ --* ~-' 
uniformly. The estimate (2) remains valid: 
rn -bnn>r - l - (½-~)  n 
½zv~+½n- l - (½-~n)n  
~- - -+00 as ?'~ --~ (X). 
Using the same reasoning as in Theorem 2, we have: 
F(x )  = 
which is the distribution function for the Lebesgue measure. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example displays a sequence {Tn} such that ~'n ~ T uniformly, {fn} is 
weakly compact, fn -~ 1 weakly in £x, but Var (fn) ~ +ec. 
Let bn = 1/2 - (1/(v/'n)) and an = 1/2 + (1/(v/-n)). Then r~ ~ T uniformly and T~ --* T' 
uniformly. Since 
ma io=2"(an)"= 2 = ] 
Var (fn) ~ oc. The set Ae,n has measure at least (1/2)e and, therefore, any set A of measure 
less than e/2 has the property 
The last integral can be made arbitrarily small since 
r ,~-bnn <r+ l - (1 - -~n)  n 
_ ½zvfn+½n+l - ln+x/~ 
!z  1 1 
' 
which is approximately z and 
i f  V~ oo e-( t2) /2 dt  = e. 
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